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The image of the Poisson transform on a principal series representations on a
boundary component of a Hermitian symmetric space is considered. We prove that
the image is characterized by a covariant differential operator on a homogeneous
line bundle on the symmetric space.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we study the Poisson transforms from principal series
representations to homogeneous line bundles over an irreducible Hermitian
symmetric space X=GK of rank greater than 1. Each principal series
representation is attached to a boundary component of X, which is of the
form GP3 , where P3 is a parabolic subgroup of G. Let P3 be a parabolic
subgroup such that M3 M3 & K is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric
space, where M3A3N3 is the Langlands decomposition. We consider a
principal series representation induced from the representation of M3 on
the space of holomorphic (or anti-holomorphic) functions on a
homogeneous line bundle over M3M% & K and a character of A3 .
The Poisson transform gives an intertwining operator from a principal
series representation to a homogeneous line bundle over GK. The image of
the Poisson transform can be characterized by a system of differential equa-
tions.
Our main result (Theorem 3.1) asserts that the Poisson transform gives
a G-isomorphism of the principal series representation with a generic
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parameter onto the space of functions on a homogeneous line bundle over
GK that are joint eigenfunctions of invariant differential operators and in
the kernel of a K-covariant differential operator H3\ of order dim A3+1.
The inverse map is given by the boundary value map. The covariant dif-
ferential operator H3\ induces the CauchyRiemann operator p
\
3 for
boundary values on M3M3 & K.
Since holomorphic and anti-holomorphic functions on M3 M3 & K
must be constants, we have a characterization of the image of a degenerate
series representation under the Poisson transform by invariant differential
operators, H3+ and H
3
& (Corollary 3.1).
Our concern here is an explicit construction of differential operators and
the main result of this article gives a new example on this subject. We list
related studies:
For the minimal parabolic subgroup, the Poisson transform gives a
G-isomorphism of the scalar principal series representation with generic
parameter onto the joint eigenspace of invariant differential operators. See
[11, 19].
For the Shilov boundary of a bounded symmetric domain of tube type,
the Poisson transform gives a G-isomorphism of the degenerate series
representation with generic parameter onto the solution space of a system
of second-order differential equations, which is called the Hua system.
There are several studies in this case. See [1, 10, 13, 21] and references
therein.
Johnson [8, 9] gave a description of differential equations for all
parabolic subgroups in a less explicit manner.
Oshima [15] constructed generators of some two-sided ideals of the
universal enveloping algebra of gl(n, C), which characterize the images of
the Poisson transforms for all parabolic subgroups of real forms of
GL(n, C).
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2.1. Notation
Let G be a connected simple Lie group with finite center and let K be a
maximal compact subgroup of G. Assume that G is a real form of a simply
connected complex Lie group GC . Let g=kp be the corresponding
Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebras. Suppose GK is a Hermitian sym-
metric space of rank greater than one. For a real Lie algebra b we denote
by bC its complexification. Let z be the center of k; then z is of dimension
one. Let Ks denote the analytic subgroup of K corresponding to the Lie
algebra ks=[k, k]. There exists an element Z0 # z such that (ad Z0)2 is &1
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on pC . Let p\ be the \- &1 eigenspace of ad Z0 in pC . Then p\ is
abelian and [p+, p&]=kC .
Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of k; then t is a Cartan subalgebra of g also.
Let 2 denote the root system of (gC , tC). For # # 2 let g#/gC denote the
root space for #. Let 2c be the root system of (kC , tC), the compact roots,
and let 2n be the remaining roots in 2, the noncompact roots. We choose
a set of positive roots 2+ such that p+=# # 2n+ g# , where 2
+
n =2
+ & 2n .
Let [#1 , ..., #r] be the maximal set of strongly orthogonal noncompact
roots, such that #1 is the lowest root in 2+n and # j+1 is the lowest element
of 2+n that is strongly orthogonal to #1 , ..., #j , for j=r, ..., 1. Then r is the
rank of GK. Let B denote the Killing form of gC . For each # # 2 we choose
vectors H# # tC such that B(H# , H)=#(H) for H # tC . Let t&=
rj=1 R - &1 H#j and t
+=[H # t; #j (H)=0, j=1, ..., r], then t=t+ t&.
If : # 2+c then : | t& has one of the forms
0
1
2 (#j&# i), 1i< jr
1
2#i , 1ir.
If : # 2+n then : | t& has one of the forms
1
2 (#i+# j), 1i jr
1
2#i , 1ir.
For each # # 2n we choose a root vector X# # g# such that X #=X&# and
#([X# , X&#])=2, where the bar denotes conjugation with respect to the
real form g of gC . Then the space
a= :
r
j=1
R(X#j+X&#j)
is a maximal abelian subspace of p. We put A=exp a. Let c be the Cayley
transform of gC given by
c=Ad exp
?
4
:
r
j=1
(X&#j&X#j).
Then c(H#j 2#j (H#j))=X#j+X&#j ; therefore c(t
&)=a. Moreover, the
restriction c | t+ is the identity on t+.
Let 7 be the set of restricted roots of the pair (g, a). We put
;j=#j b (c&1 | a) for 1 jr. Let
R=[\;i , \2;i (1ir), \;j\;k (1 j<kr)],
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and let R+ be the positive system given by
R+=[;i , 2;i (1ir), ;k\; j (1 j<kr)].
We have 7= 12R"[ 12; i] for tube type and 7= 12R for non-tube type. We
define the positive system 7+ by 7+=7 & 12R
+. For : # 7 let g: denote
the corresponding root space and let m: denote the multiplicity of :. We
put m;12=ms , m(;2&;1)2=mm (multiplicities for the short and medium
roots). Put \= 12 : # 7+ m::. Let n=: # 7+ g
:, n =: # 7+ g&:, N=exp n,
and N =exp n . The subgroup P=MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup
of G. We put :1=;r&;r&1 , ..., :r&1=;2&;1 , :r=;1 . Then the set of
simple roots of R is
9R=[:1 , ..., :r].
Let 9 denote the set of simple roots in 7+. We have
9=[ 12 :1 , ...,
1
2:r&1 , :r]
for tube type and 9= 129R for non-tube type. Let [H1 , ..., Hn] denote the
basis of a which is dual to 9. Let W be the Weyl group of R. Let a+ be
the positive Weyl chamber corresponding to N and A+=exp a+.
Let
20=[: # 2 : : | t& { 12 #i for any i]
and g~ 0C=tC+: # 20 g: . Let g~
0=g & g~ 0C , p
0=p & g~ 0, k0=[p0, p0], and
g0=k0+p0. Then by [22], (g0, k0) is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric
pair of tube type.
Let 2j=[: # 20 : : | t& #  ji=1 R#r&i+1], 2j, n=2j & 2n , p
j
C=: # 2j , n g: ,
and gj, C=[p jC , p
j
C]+p
j
C . Let gj=g & g
j
C , k j=k & g j , and pj=p
j
C & g. Then
by [22], (gj , kj) is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair of tube type.
Let Gj and Kj be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to gj and kj
respectively. The space Gj Kj is a Hermitian symmetric space of tube type.
2.2. A Theorem of Schmid
Let S(p&) denote the symmetric algebra on p& and let S j (p&) be the set
of homogeneous elements of degree j.
Theorem 2.1 (Schmid [18]). Any irreducible representation of kC occurs
with multiplicity 1 or 0 in S(p&). Setting *i=&#1&#2 } } } &#i , every
highest weight in S j (p+) is of the form ri=1 ni* i , where n1 , ..., nr are non-
negative integers such that i ini= j.
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Moreover, the highest weight vector of weight *i in S(p&) is contained
in S(p&i ). See [7, 22, 23] for details.
2.3. The Harish-Chandra Homomorphism
Let a denote the length of the longest roots in 2 and let
N= :
# # 2n
+
a2
(#, #)
.
Define
Z=
1
N
:
# # 2n
+
2 - &1 H#
(#, #)
.
Then by [17, Proposition 3.4] Z # z"[0] and exp tZ # Ks if and only if
t # 2?Z. For l # Z define {l : K  C_ by {l (k)=1 for k # Ks and {l (exp tZ)=
e- &1 lt for t # R. For subspace v of k we put vl=[X+{ l (X ) : X # vC]. We
denote by Cl the representation space of {l . We identify the space of the
C-sections of GK_K Cl with the space
C(GK; {l)=[ f # C(G) : f (xk)={l (k)&1 f (x) for all x # G, k # K].
For a real Lie algebra b let U(b) denote the universal enveloping algebra
of bC . From the Iwasawa decomposition g=kan& and the Poincare 
BirkhoffWitt theorem it follows that
U(g)=U(a) (n&C U(g)+U(g) kl). (1)
Let $l denote the projection of U(g) onto U(a) with respect to the above
decomposition. Let ’ denote the algebra automorphism of U(a) generated
by ’(H)=H&\(H) for H # aC and put #l=’ b $l .
Let Dl (GK ) denote the set of the left G-invariant differential operators
that map C(GK; {l) into itself. Let U(g)K denote the space of the Ad(K )-
invariant elements of U(g). Then the natural homomorphism from U(g)K
to Dl (GK ) is surjective with kernel U(g)K & U(g) kl .
Let U(a)W be the set of the W-invariant elements in U(a). Then
#l : U(g)K  U(a) is a homomorphism onto U(a)W with kernel U(g)K &
U(g) kl . Therefore #l induces an isomorphism,
# l=Dl (GK) t U(a)W,
which we call the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. For * # a*C we define an
algebra homomorphism /*, l of Dl (GK ) to C by
/*, l (D)=# l (D)(*), D # Dl (GK).
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For a subset 3/9, let W3 be the subgroup of W generated by the
reflections s: with respect to the roots : # 3. Then P3=PW3P is a
standard parabolic subgroup of G. Let P3=M3A3N +3 be the Langlands
decomposition of P3 such that A3 /A. Then the Lie algebra of A3 is
a3=[H # a : :(H)=0 for all : # 3]= :
:j  3
RH j .
Let a(3) denote the orthogonal complement of a3 in a with respect to the
Killing form of g. Put
(3) =7 & :
: # 3
Z:
and (3) +=(3) & 7+. Put K3=M3 & K and define a closed subgroup
B3=K3A3N +3 of G. Let n
+
3 denote the Lie algebra of N3 . We put
n(3)+= :
: # (3)+
g:,
n&3 =%(n
+
3 ), and n(3)
&=%(n(3)+).
Let q3 denote the orthogonal complement of m3 & k in k. Let $3, l denote
the projection of U(g) to U(m3+a3) with respect to the decomposition
U(g)=U(m3+a3) (n&3, C U(g)+U(g) q3, l).
For + # a*3, C let @+ denote homomorphism of U(m3+a3) to U(m3) defined
by @+(Y )=Y for Y # (m3)C and @+(Y )=(+&\3 , Y) for Y # a3 , where
\3=\ | a3 . Put ##, +, l=@+ b $3, l . Since m3 & k normalizes n&3 and (q3) l and
centralizes a3 , #3, +, l is K3 -equivariant.
Let $3l denote the projection of U(m3) to U(a(3)) with respect to the
decomposition
U(m3)=U(a(3)) (n(3)&C U(m3)+U(m3)(m3 & k) l).
Let ’3 denote the algebra automorphism of U(a(3)) that is generated by
’3 (Y )=Y&\(Y ) for Y # a(3) and put #3l =’
3 b $3l . For * # a*C we have
#l (u)(*)=(#3l b #3, * | a3, C , l)(u)(* | a(3)C), u # U(g). (2)
2.4. Eigenspaces of Invariant Differential Operators
We review the main result of [19], which gives a characterization of the
image of the Poisson transform.
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For a real analytic manifold X we denote by B(X ) the space of all
hyperfunctions on X. Let * # a*C and l # Z. We define
B(GP; L*, l)=[ f # B(G) : f (gman)=e(*&\)(log a){l (m)&1 f (g),
g # G, m # M, a # A, n # N+]
and
B(GK; {l)=[u # B(G) : u(gk)={l (k)&1 u(g) for any g # G, k # K].
For f # B(GP; L*, l), we define the Poisson integral P*, l f by
P*, l f (g)=|
K
f (gk) { l (k) dk.
Here dk denotes the invariant measure on K with total measure 1.
Let A(GK; M*, l) denote the space of all real analytic functions in
B(GK, {l) satisfying the system of differential equations
M*, l : Du=/*, l (D) u, D # Dl (GK ). (3)
We define
e&1*, l = ‘
1 j<kr
1( 12 (mm+*j+*k)) 1(
1
2 (mm+*k&*j))
_ ‘
1ir
1( 12 (*i+
1
2ms+1+l )) 1(
1
2 (*i+
1
2ms+1&l )),
where *i=2(*, ;i)(;i , ;i) .
5. Theorem 2.2 ([19]). If * # a*C satisfies the condition
&2
(*, :)
(:, :)
 [1, 2, 3, ...] for all : # 7+ (4)
e*, l {0, (5)
then the Poisson transform P*, l is a G-isomorphism of B(GP; L*, l) onto
A(GK; M*, l).
Under the assumptions of the above theorem, the inverse of the Poisson
transform is given by the boundary value map up to a non-zero constant
multiple.
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3. THE PARTIAL POISSON TRANSFORMS
AND THE HUA OPERATOR
3.1. The Partial Poisson Transforms
We define subsets 3k of 9R by
3k=[:i : kir] (k=1, ..., r)
and consider the corresponding standard parabolic subgroup P3k of G.
Let s # (a3k)*C , l # Z, and = # [+1, &1]. We define
\(=l )=\&
=l
2
:
r
i=1
;i .
For H # a we decompose H=Ha3k+Ha(3k) , where Ha3k # a3k , and
Ha(3k) # a(3k). We define
*3ks, l, =(H)=s(Ha3k)+\(=l )(Ha(3k)), H # a,
and put *3ks =*
3k
s, 0, = . Throughout this section we write *=*
3k
s, l, = for sim-
plicity.
We review on the partial Poisson transform after [20]. We define
B(GB3k ; Ls, l)=[ f # B(G) : f (gman)={l (m)
&1 e(*&\)(log a)f (g),
g # G, m # K3k , a # A3k , n # N
+
3k
].
Let Dl (M3k K3k) denote the algebra of invariant differential operators on
B(M3k K3k ; {l). Then it acts from the right on B(GB3k ; Ls, l). Let
B(3k ; s, l, =) denote the subspace of B(GB3k ; Ls, l) consisting of solutions
of the system
M* | a(3k), l : Df =#
3k
l (D)(* | a(3k)) f, D # D l (M3k K3k). (6)
For f # B(GP; L*, l) we define
P3k*, l f (x)=|
K3k
f (xk) {l (k) dk.
The image of P3k*, l is contained in B(3k ; s, l, =). For f # B(3k ; s, l, =) we
define
P3k , s, l, = f (x)=|
K
f (xk) {l (k) dk.
We have P*, l=P3k , s, l, = b P
3k
*, l . We write P3k , s=P3k , s, 0, = for simplicity.
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We put sw, i=(\&w*, Hi) and sw =(sw, i):i  3k , where w # W3k "W and
w is a representative of w in W. Under the assumption
1
2 (s1 &sw )  [0, 1, 2, ...]
k&1 for all w # W3k "W with w {1 , (7)
we can define a boundary value map ;3k , 1 , l, = from A(GK; M*, l) to
B(3k ; s, l, =). We define the partial c-function c3k(*, l ) by
c3k(*, l )= ‘
: # 7+"(3k)
c:(*, l ), (8)
where
cei\ej (*, l )=(1- ?) 1(
1
2 (* i\*j))1(
1
2 (mm+*i\*j))
for 1i< jn and
c2ej (*, l )=2
1&*j1(*j)[1( 12 (
1
2ms+1+* j+l )) 1(
1
2 (
1
2ms+1+*j&l ))]
for 1 jn.
Proposition 3.1. If *=*3ks, l, = # a*C satisfies (7) and
c3k(*, l ){0, (9)
then the partial Poisson transform P3k , s, l, e is a bijection of B(3k ; s, l, =)
onto A(GK; M*, l).
Proof. We consider the universal covering group of G and may assume
that l # C. First assume conditions (4) and (5) so that the Poisson trans-
form P*, l is bijective. It follows from [20, Proposition 4.13] that
;3k , 1 , s, l, ==c
3k(*, l) P3k*, l b P
&1
*, l .
Since P*, l=P3k , s, l, = b P
3k
*, l , we have
;3k , 1 , s, l, = b P3k , s, l, ==P3k , s, l, = b ;3k , 1 , sl, = c
3k(*, l ) id. (10)
Equation (10) holds under condition (7) by analytic continuation. There-
fore the inverse of P3k , s, l, = is given by c
3k(*, l )&1 ;3k , 1 , s, l, = under condi-
tions (7) and (9). K
3.2. Principal Series Representations
Let m3k=k3k+p3k be the Cartan decomposition corresponding to
% | m3k and put p
=
3k
=p= & p3k , C . Each element of p
=
3k
acts on
B(3k ; *3ks, l, = , l ) from the right as a differential operator. We denote by
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B(GP3k ; s, l, =) the space of functions f in B(3k ; s, l, =) that satisfy
p=3k f =0.
If
=l> 12ms+mm(r&k)+1, (11)
then the space of the functions in B(M3k K & M3k ; {l) that satisfy (6) and
p=3k f =0 is infinitesimally equivalent to the holomorphic (or anti-
holomorphic) discrete series representation of M3k with lowest K-type {l
(cf. [20]). Under condition (11), the spaces B(GP3k ; s, l, =) are principal
series representations that are induced from holomorphic discrete series
representations of M3k .
Let
B(GP3k ; s)=[ f # B(G) : f (gman)=e
(*&\)(log a)f (g),
g # G, m # M3k , a # A3k , n # N
+
3k
].
Notice that
B(GP3k ; s)=B(GP3k ; s, 0, +1) & B(GP3k ; s, 0, &1).
3.3. The Hua Operator
Let p& (resp. p+) denote the projection of }k p& (resp. }k p+) onto
the irreducible submodule Vk, & (resp. Vk, +) with highest weight
&(#1+ } } } +#k) (resp. #r+ } } } +#r&k+1). Let [Ei] be a basis of p+ and
let [E i*] be the dual basis with respect to the Killing form. We define a
K-covariant differential operator H3k+ (resp. H
3k
& ) from GK_K Cl to
G_K Vk, &Cl (resp. G_K Vk, +Cl) by
H3k+ = :
i1 , ..., ik
Ei1 } } } Eik p&(E*i1  } } } E*ik)
\resp. H3k& = :i1 , ..., ik E*i1 } } } E*ik p+(Ei1  } } } E ik)+ .
We call H3k= the Hua operator associated to the parabolic subgroup P3k .
We state the main result of this article:
Theorem 3.1. Fix 2kn. Let s # (a3k)*C , l # Z, and = # [+1, &1]. If
*3ks, l, = satisfies conditions (7) and (9), then the partial Poisson transform
P3k , s, l, = is a G-isomorphism of B(GP3k ; s, l, =) onto the space of the
analytic functions u # B(GK; {l) that satisfy
H3k= u=0 (12)
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and
Du=# l (D)(*3ks, l, =) u, D # D l (GK). (13)
For l=0, we have the following corollary on the partial Poisson trans-
form for the degenerate series representations.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that *3ks satisfies conditions (7) and (9). Then
the partial Poisson transform P3k , s is a G-isomorphism of B(GP3k ; s) onto
the space of analytic functions u on GK that satisfy
H3k+ u=0,
H3k& u=0,
and
Du=# (D)(*3ks ) u, D # D(GK ).
For the maximal parabolic subgroup P32 , we have the following refine-
ment of the above theorem and corollary.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that *32s, l, = satisfies conditions (7) and (9). Then
the partial Poisson transform P32 , s, l, = is a G-isomorphism of B(GP32 ; s, l, =)
onto the space of the analytic functions u # B(GK; {l) that satisfy
H32= u=0 (14)
and
Ll u=((*32s, l, = , *
32
s, l, =)&(\, \) ) u, (15)
where Ll is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on A(GK; {l).
Corollary 3.2. Assume that *32s satisfies conditions (7) and (9). Then
the partial Poisson transform P32 , s is a G-isomorphism of B(GP32 ; s) onto
the space of the analytic functions u on GK that satisfy
H32+ u=0,
H32& u=0,
and
Lu=((*32s , *
32
s )&(\, \) ) u,
where L is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on GK.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is divided into three steps;
1. The image of B(GP3k ; s, l, =) under P3k , s, l, = satisfies the Hua
system (12) (Proposition 3.2).
2. Under conditions (7) and (9), the partial Poisson transform
P3k , s, l, = gives an isomorphism of B(3k ; s; l; =) onto A(GK, M*s, l3k , l)
(Proposition 3.1).
3. Under condition (7) boundary values of solutions of (12) and (13)
are contained in B(GP3k ; l, s, =) (Proposition 4.4).
Theorem 3.2 follows if we prove that the solutions of (12) and (13) are con-
tained in A(GK, M*s, l3k , l) (Proposition 4.3).
3.4. The Image of the Principal Series Representations under the Partial
Poisson Transform
Let 1*, l be the element of B(GP; L*, l) such that 1*, l | K={&l and define
,3k*, l=P
3k
*, l 1*, l and P
3k
s, l, =(x)=,
3k
&*, &l (x
&1), x # G. A straightforward
calculation shows that
(P3k , s, l, = f )(x)=|
K
P3ks, l, =(k
&1x) f (k) dk. (16)
Proposition 3.2. Fix 2kr and let s # (a3k)*C , l # Z. For f in
B(GP3k ; s, l, =), u=P3k , s, l, = f satisfies (12).
Proof. It suffices to show that u=P3ks, l, = satisfies (12). We consider the
case ==+1. The case of ==&1 can be proved in a similar way. We put
F=H3k+ P
3k
s, l, = . Then F |K is a function on K such that F(kx)=F(x) {l (k)
&1
for all k # K3k , x # K and K-finite of type {&l V&(#1+ } } } +#k) . We will
prove that F must be identically zero.
1. G=Sp(n, R). Then K3k"K& ([\1]
k&1_U(n&k+1))"U(n) and
&(#1+ } } } +#k)=&2 ni=n&k+1 =i . Here =1 , ..., =n are a standard basis of
the Cartan subalgebra of u(n) consisting of diagonal matrices. In this case,
F must be identically zero from the branching rule of U(n) to U(n&k+1).
2. G=SU( p, q) ( pq). Then K=S(U( p)_U(q)),
K3k=[diag(u, b, u) # K : u # U(1)
k&1, a # U( p&k+1), b # U(q&k+1)],
and &(#1+ } } } +#k)=&=p& } } } &=p&k+1+=p+q&k+1+ } } } +=p+q . By
the branching rule of U( p) to U( p&k+1), F must be identically zero.
3. G=SO*(2n). Then r=[n2], K=U(n), K3k &U(2)
k&1_
U(n&2k+2) if n is even and K3k &U(2)
k&1_U(n&2k+1)_U(1) if n is
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odd, and &(#1+ } } } +#k)=&(=n&2k+1+ } } } +=n&1+=n). By the branch-
ing rule of U(n) to U(2n&2k+2) if n is even and to U(2n&2k+1)_U(1)
if n is odd, F must be identically zero.
4. G=SO0(n, 2). Then r=2 and GK is of tube type. Thus
&(#1+#2) is a weight of one-dimensional representation of K and the
restriction of this one-dimensional representation to K32 is {&l&2 , hence F
must be identically zero.
5. g=e6(&14) . Then r=2. The irreducible representation of K with
highest weight &(#1+#2) does not have weights * of the form *| t&=c#2
(c: constant). Thus the restriction of the irreducible representation of K
with highest weight &(#1+#2) to K32 does not contain the trivial represen-
tation, hence F must be identically zero.
6. g=e7(&25) . Then r=3 and GK is of tube type. For 33 , F must be
identically zero by an argument similar to that of the case G=SO0(n, 2).
For 32 , F must be identically zero by an argument similar to that of the
case g=e6(&14) . K
4. INDUCED EQUATIONS FOR THE HUA SYSTEM
4.1. Shift Operators of One-Dimensional K-Type
In this subsection, we assume that GK is an irreducible Hermitian sym-
metric space of tube type of rank r. Then &(#1+ } } } +#r) is a weight of
one-dimensional representation {&2 of K (cf. [17]).
We put D\=H3r\ for simplicity. The compositions D
&D+ and D+D&
are invariant differential operators of order 2r.
The following proposition gives the image of D\ under the Harish-
Chandra homomorphism.
Proposition 4.1. Let * # a*C and put *j=2(*, ;j)(;j , ;j) (1 jr).
(1)
#l (D\)(*)=c ‘
r
j=1
(*j&1\l ),
where c is a non-zero constant.
(2) Let 3=[:r]/9. Then we have
#3, * | a3, C , l (D
\)=c ‘
r
j=2
(*j&1\l ) D\3 ,
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where c is a non-zero constant and D\3 is the shift operator of one-dimen-
sional K3 -type {\2 | K3 on rank one space M3 K3 .
We prove the proposition by considering the radial part of D\.
Let {=(l1 , l2) # Z2. A function f on G is called {-spherical if
f (k1gk2)={l1(k1)
&1 f (g) {l2(k2)
&1 for all g # G, k1 , k2 # K.
The space of {-spherical C-functions is denoted by C { (G). Notice that
C{ (G){[0] if and only if l1 #l2 mod 2. Let f denote the restriction to A
+
of a function f in C { (G). It follows from the Cartan decomposition
G=KCl(A+) K that f # C { (G) is essentially determined by f . For
D # U(g), we denote by rad{ (D) its {-radial component; that is rad{ (D) is
a differential operator on A+ which satisfies
(Df )&=rad{ (D) f for all f # C { (G).
Let 0 denote the Casimir operator of gC . Since 0 and D+ mutually
commute, we have
rad(l, l ) (D+) b rad(l, l ) (0)=rad(l, l&2) (0) b rad(l, l) (D+). (17)
A multiplicity function on R is a map R [ R such that k:=kw: for
w # W and : # R. We write k=(ks , km , kl)=(k;1 , k;1+;2 , k2;1). For a multi-
plicity function k on R let
L(k)= :
r
i=1
2!j+ :
: # R+
k:
1+e&:
1&e&:
: ,
where [!1 , ..., !r] is an orthonormal basis of a. let
\(k)= 12 :
: # R+
k::.
Let ML(k)=L(k)+(\(k), \(k)) . By [5], we have
rad(0, 0) (0)=L( 12m),
where m=(m:2): # R=(0, mm , 1) is the multiplicity function for GK. Let
h(l1 , l2)= ‘
r
j=1
cosh(;j 2)(12)(l1+l2) sinh(;j 2) (12)(l1&l2).
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By [20, Proposition 2.6], we have
h(l, l ) b (rad(l, l ) (0)+(\, \) ) b h(l, l )&1
=ML(l, mm2, 12&l ), (18)
h(l, l&2) b (rad(l, l&2) (0)+(\, \) ) b h(l, l&2)&1
=ML(l&2, mm 2, 32&l ). (19)
By (17), (18), and (19) we have
H b ML(l, mm2, 12&l )=ML(l&2, mm 2, 32&l ) b H, (20)
where H=h(l, l&2) rad(l, 1) (D+) b h(l, l )&1. Equation (20) means that H is
a hypergeometric shift operator with integral shift (&2, 0, 1) (cf. [4, Part I,
Chap. 3]). Since D&D+ is an invariant differential operator of order 2r,
H is non-trivial and of degree r. By [4, Part I, Corollary 3.3.3, Theorem
3.3.5, Theorem 3.4.3], it is a non-zero constant multiple of the lowering
operator G&(&2, 0, 1) that is defined in [4, Part I, Chap. 3].
Instead of (1) we use
U(g)=U(a) (nC U(g)+U(g) kl)
to define the projection $$l : U(g)  U(a) and let #$l=’$ b $$l , where ’$
denotes, the algebra automorphism of U(a) generated by ’$(H)=H+\(H)
for H # a.
Lemma 4.1. Let * # a*C and l # Z. Then we have
#$l (D\)(*)=(&1)r #l (D\)(&*).
Proof. Let w be the element of W such that wH=&H for all H # a. It
is easy to see that w =exp ?Z0 is a representative of w in K. Since
Ad(w ) n =n, we have
#$l (D\(*)={2(w ) #l (D\)(&*).
Since {2(exp ?Z0)=exp(r?i)=(&1)r, the lemma follows. K
We define
,*, m, l=P*, l1*, m .
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Notice that ,*, 0, 0=,* is the zonal spherical function on GK. We define
the Poisson kernel by 9*, l (g)=1&*, &l (g&1). Then we have
P*, l f (x)=|
K
f (k) 9*, l (k&1x) dk.
Lemma 4.2.
D\ b P*, l=#$l (D\)(*) P*, l2 .
Proof. It is easy to see in the same way as the proof of [19, Proposition
5.3] that the Poisson kernels satisfy
D\9*, l=#$l (D\)(*) 9*, l2 .
Thus the lemma follows. K
Corollary 4.1.
D\,*, m, l=#$l (D\)(*) ,*, m, l2 .
Proof (Proof of Proposition 4.1). We prove the proposition for D+,
whereas the case of D& can be proved in the same way. By [20, Proposi-
tion 2.6, Remark 6.13], we have
h(l, l )(a) ,*, l (a)=F(*, l, mm 2, 12&l, a)
and
h(l, l&2)(a) ,*, l, l&2(a)=2r ‘
r
j=1
(*j+1)&1 F(*, l&2, mm 2, 32&l, a),
where F(*, k, a) is Heckman and Opdam’s hypergeometric function (cf.
[4]). Here 2r > rj=1 (* i+1&l )
&1 is the ratio of cl&2(*) to c(*, l&2, mm 2,
32&l ) up to a non-zero constant multiple, where c(*, k) is the c-function
for F(*, k, a). By Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.1, we have
h(l, l&2)(a) rad (l, l ) (D+) h(l, l)(a)&1 F(*, l, mm2, 12&l, a)
=#$l (D+)(*) 2r ‘
r
j=1
(*i+1&l )&1 F(*, l&2, mm 2, 32&l, a).
By [4, Part I], we have
G&(&2, 0, 1) F(*, l, mm 2, 12&l, a)=c0 F(*, l&2, mm 2, 32&l, a),
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where c0 is a non-zero constant. Since h(l, l&2)(a) rad(l, l ) (D+) h(l, l )(a)&1
is a non-zero constant multiple of G&(&2, 0, 1), we have the first part of
the proposition.
Since #3, * | a3, C, l is K3 -equivariant, #3, * | a3, C, l (D
\) is a shift operator of
K3 type {\2 | K3 . We have the latter part of the proposition by (2). K
Remark 4.1. For classical domains we can prove Proposition 4.1 by
using explicit forms of D\ and induction on rank.
4.2. The Images of the Hua Operators under the Harish-Chandra
Homomorphism
Let GK be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of rank r. Let
I=[i1 , ..., ik], (1i1< } } } <ikr). Let DII denote a suitably normalized
weight vector in S(p+) with weight #i1+ } } } +#ik . For classical domains,
DII is given by a determinant or a Pfaffian (cf. [7]).
Corollary 4.2. For * # a*C and l # Z we have
#l (DII (*)=c ‘
k
&=1
(*i&+l&
1
2 ms&1+mm(k&r&&+i&)),
where c is a non-zero constant.
Proof. For I=[i1 , ..., ik], we can choose a positive system _2+ of 2 for
some _ # Sr such that DII is a highest weight vector. Therefore we may
assume that I=[r&k+1, ..., r]. Then DII is a highest weight vector, which
belongs to S k(p+k ) by [22]. Therefore DII is the shift operator of one-
dimensional K-type for the space Gk Kk . Then the proposition follows from
Proposition 4.1. K
Proposition 4.2. By the change of variables yi=&sinh2( 12 ;i (H))
(1ir) the (l, l )-radial part of the operator D[ j, k] (1 j<kr) gives a
non-zero constant multiple of
2
yj yk
+
mm 2
y j& yk \

yk
&

y j+ . (21)
Proof. We reduce computations to BC2 . By [4, Corollary 3.1.9] and
the proof of Proposition 4.1, rad(l, l ) (D[ j, k]) is a shift operator of shift
(0, 0, 1), which is given by (21) (cf. [12, 2]). K
Corollary 4.3. Let s # a*32 , C . Assume that u is a (l, l )-spherical func-
tion on G that satisfies H32= u=0 and Ll u=((*& , *&) &(\, \) ) u. Then u
is a constant multiple of the spherical function ,*32s, l, = , l .
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Proof. The corollary follows from the uniqueness of the solution which
is analytic and symmetric of Eqs. (21) for 1 j<kr and the radial part
of Llu=((*& , *&)&(\, \) ) u, which is given in [2, Theorem 4]. K
Proposition 4.3. Any solution of (14) and (15) satisfies M*32s, l, = , l .
Proof. We can prove the proposition in the same way as the proof of
[21, Theorem 3.3] by using Corollary 4.3. In the proof of [21, Theorem
3.3] we use a characterization of joint eigenfunctions of D(GK) by means
of an integral formula [5, Chap. IV, Proposition 2.4], which can be
generalized to the case of a homogeneous line bundle easily. K
Example 4.1. G=SU( p, q), (2 pq). Then
p+={\0 X0 0 + : X # Mp, q(C)= .
Let Eij denote the ( p+q)_( p+q) matrix with (i, j)-entry 1 and other
entries 0. For I=[i1 , ..., ik], (1i1< } } } <ik p) and J=[ j1 , ..., jk]
(1 j1< } } } < jkq), denote by DIJ the determinant of the matrix
(Eim , jn+ p)1mk, 1nk . The element DIJ belongs Uk(p
+). The C-vector
space
(DIJ ; I/[1, ..., p], J/[1, ..., q], |I |=|J |=k)
is an irreducible K-module with highest weight #p+ } } } +#p&k+1 . The
system of differential equations
DIJ u=0, I/[1, ..., p], J/[1, ..., q], |I |= |J |=k (22)
is equivalent to
H3k+ u=0.
We define a domain D/Mp, q(C) by
D=[z # Mp, q(C); Ip&zz*>0].
The group G=SU( p, q) acts transitively on D by
gz=(az+b)(cz+d )&1 # D,
where
g=\ac
b
d+ # G,
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a, b, c, and d are p_p, p_q, q_p, and q_q matrices respectively and
K=S(U( p)_U(q)) is the isotropy subgroup of G at 0. Thus we have
D&GK.
Let z=(z ij) be the coordinates of D. For I=[i1 , ..., ik] (1i1< } } } <
ikp) and J=[ j1 , ..., jk] (1 j1< } } } < jkq), let gIJ denote the deter-
minant of the matrix (zim jn)1mk, 1nk . Then by [3, Sect. 5], system
(22) is equivalent with
gIJu=0, I/[1, ..., p], J/[1, ..., q], |I |=|J |=k.
4.3. Induced Equations
Proposition 4.4. Assume condition (7). Then boundary values
;3k , 1 , s, l, =(u) of solutions of (12) and (13) satisfy
p=3k ;3k , 1 , s, l, =(u)=0.
Proof. We prove the proposition for ==+1. The case of ==&1 can be
proved in a similar way.
Let u # A(GK, M*, l) and assume that Du=0 for D # U(g). Then by [20,
Theorem 4.4], we have
#3k , * | a3k , C , l (D) ;3k , 1 , s, l, =(u)=0.
Since the map #3k , * | a3k , C , l is K3k -equivariant and p
+
3k
is an irreducible
K3k -module, it is sufficient to show that a coefficient in H
3k
+ induces a non-
zero element of p+3k .
Let D be the coefficient in H3k+ of highest weight vector of weight
&(#1+ } } } +#k). Notice that D is a shift operator of one-dimensional
K-type for a tube domain of rank k and we can reduce computations to
Proposition 4.1 (2). We have
#3k , * | a3k , C , l (D)= ‘
r
i=r&k+2
(*i+l& 12ms&1+mm(k&r)) D[#r&k+1] ,
where D#r&k+1 is the shift operator of one-dimensional K-type on tube
domain of rank one that corresponds to #r&k+1 . Under condition (7)
#3k , * | a3k , C , l (D) gives a non-zero element of p
+
3k
. K
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